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co n st e ll at i o n



[Null]
 

as you move yr feet look to the stars to always see which 
way is North. 



[ An abridged explication of the narrative situation: 
¶ @ some point in The Future a Young Man (black, ~23 yrs old) has fin-
ished university & has moved back into his parents house in the suburbs 
of Richmond/VA. W/ what was formerly his life’s “Great Unifying Task” 
Now complete, all he Sees lying before himself is the blank vastness of 
The Void staring back as it stretches in every direction_in this, he has 
become increasingly disillusioned re: his ability to find his ‘place’ and/or 
‘purpose’ w/in it_even surrounded by the shiny appliances and material 
comforts of the ancestral homestead, he still struggles to ‘get thru the 
day’: unable to shake feeling as tho he’s constantly floating on the edge of 
sleep: a sensation he’s described as “my stomach is confused & I’m mad 
tired...”
 
The Young Man is a modern person using modern technology {whose 
most valuable possession is a wrinkled piece of parchment paper in-
scribed with latin text}_trying to Stay-Ahead of this Nothing he sees 
thru solace in activities in The Present: getting in academic fights during 
courses at the nearby university_watching hours & hours of Home & 
Garden Television, during which he described a 45 second Lowe’s Bau-
markt commercial as “...a capitalist assault that just won’t end...”_texting 
while driving a 1996 E-class Mercedes sedan along winding county roads 
w/ the windows down, blasting CDs he had bought back in high school. 

The Young Man is Lost-In-The-World: an int’l youth wandering thru 
the commonwealth w/ his head crowned by hundreds of buzzing black 
antennas curling up & out towards Space, sending & receiving non-verbal 
messages to & from other intelligent life-forms_he’s unoriented & direc-
tionless_desperate 2 Move, 2 Feel, desperate 4 sth that requires his Full 
Attention. So, he set off in pursuit of this as-of- yet-unnamed sth_walk-
ing up & down his block in the middle of the night chain- smoking spliffs 
and cigarettes_writing down what he does & Sees 2 try to ‘work thru’, &, 
thus, ‘get over’ this COSMIC BOREDOM. ]



(1)
 

  sth or other
  

i feel the need to get lost in conscious positive rituals as sth 
seems to be lacking in The Spirit.



write gooder things n you’ll find the path to happiness.
happiness is separate n distinct from ‘fulfillment’, sadly_
being happy will not make you fulfilled:
cause after awhile you feel silly
grinning like the village idiot @ passersby.
i just wanna show n prove that i’m Non-Threatening
w/ my teeth & glasses.
 
but idk what to do w/ my face_
i think it is ‘noticeably depressed’ 
but i’m not sure
idk what i look like most of the time.
 
i stayed up till 4am tonight
watching house hunters.
did you know that’s a thing you can do?
cause that’s a thing you can do.
 
thoughts tumble from my head to my heart.
a shallow pit
that i try to fill w/ ‘happy thoughts’
like: ‘Th. Jeff. is just some white dude from c’ville.’
 
i spent the day on amphetamines_
pupils constricted to pinpricks of black,
eyes darting from floor to ceiling,
along w/ the rest of my body.
 
eyes are a delicacy in some parts.
mine taste of brown & black hole.
everything brown is actually orange:
ain’t i something else?
 
today i made 2 perfect pancakes,
but i fucked up the 3rd and 4th 
cause i was intimidated 
by my previous success.

today i felt a vibrant aimlessness
staring, for hours, 
@ various screens cracked with age_
looking @ medieval paintings of the 7 circles of Hell
thru a chromed out wormhole,
where Death appeared as Nature’s Planned Obsolescence_
& imagined emphatically worded proclamations.
 



(2)

nite walk
  

All legs & minds use abstract motion for exercise, but legs 
don’t help when yr walking the middlepath.

 
 
 



kool breeze passes by
sauntering down the street
from noplace to nowhere
daydreaming abt impossible scenarios
talking to themself
in the third circle:
a manicured subdivision underneath RVA
burning in a lake of fire stoked by the ideals of the French Revolution 
where there’s an odd nostalgia for 2003
and an odd compulsion to shove handfuls of shattered glass into pants 
pockets.

a relationship of ‘distantly friendly’
only serves to make the Gulf between 2 subjects more visible,
more unknown_
& this blank normalcy is frightening, i’ve become paranoid.
nappy black manic-depressive acid freak emitting weird sounds @ odd 
hrs;
taking long drives thru the future ruins of western civilization
burning holes in lungs and ozone 
simply so i can ‘create’.
 
(in) the cold air &
i follow the north star
vaguely remembering the first time i saw Orion:
in a class populated w/ what i am not, but kinda wished i were;
if only to make things easier.
i drew my first map of the cosmos 
in a movie theater type seat,
watching an aged hippie blink a laser into a facsimile of The Void
in central pennsylvania.

i move my legs;
dozens of muted televisions
leer thru their windows,
casting shadows of blues & greys_
subjects inside, 
strangers playing programs imported from canada,
grotesque in their non-reflective slumber,
bathing in the same narcotic glow as my laptop personal computer.
Children of Earth:
Unite in collective self-absorption.
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non-repeatable_mo-
ment_19-10-2013.mov 

FKA talking 2 myself
   

‘O, how i long to know the truth. There are times when i look 
back and i am haunted by my youth.’



I.
i’m alone in the School of Building,
a brightly lit interior
w/ floor-to-ceiling tilt-turn windows
& mid-century modern furniture,
sitting next to Selph
engaged w/ the inexhaustible power of Nature
positioned around a tabletop holding aloft an impromptu altar:
The Great Ziggurat of Café Bustelo
crowned by the dry scalp of a long-dead sunflower clipped before its 
time_
in memoriam 
brown & yellowed dandruff flakes & scraps of tabak are left sprinkled 
over a pile of korean 
take-out napkins, a papa john’s coupon & an uneaten kinder bueno.
 
 
II.
quietly cocooned in dried cow-skin,
locked in w/ mammal smells and singular thoughts,
buzzing in harmony w/ the Animal Nature of Man,
finding that v few things are designed as to be experienced in the nude_
besides, maybe: toilet seats or showers_
i bathe in The Light,
staring @ the glowing, endless scroll in my hands
to search for a nu holy txt to lead us ‘into a conscious state of thought-
lessness’.

to make a roach for a spliff
i tear off the end of my ticket from the Anne Frank Huis_
laughing aloud @ his idea of jesus
as some short, dirty, black carpenter w/ natty dreds drunk on wine w/ 
his boiz 
barking orders @ ‘wenches’ in rustic Aramaic during The Avg. Supper:
 
i felt bad
then
i felt high.
 



III.
absorbing images of conspicuous consumption via ‘Hawai’i Life’
beamed from space to a screen
hung at 60 inches plus half its height
i observe Selph_
using Color Vision®
to project a subjective reality onto The World.

both of us together, alone & separately,
rock side-to-side over psychic chasms
& turn thru aborted self-portraits carved in blue ink,
as i try to figure out 
‘what’s his deal.’
in a pastiche of mid-atlantic american accents,
he tells me 
how he “...was once ‘really going thru it’ 
& ‘searching for a change’
& so (he) bleached (his) asshole w/ lye after Detroit Red
as an attempted cathartic release for years of learned body image anxiety
re: (his) BMI & measurements of (his) penis”_
Norm. taught him that ‘...if he used his dick right he would move the 
world.’
 
 
IV.
Selph adds to the mason jar stuffed w/ roaches & petrified beetles.
it often feels as tho those moments in which i ‘cs destroy this one body’ 
are the only ‘real’ ones.
he expressed Despair in the way i feel it:
sprezzatura laid bare:
indifferent to the turning of the earth, that columbus didn’t discover the 
Americas, and her own expression of humanness.
 
then he rolled me a cigarette,
we were inside_
the air stale
& already heavy w/ a biblically scented haze_
so i opened the windows and smoked softly and ashed in the sands of 
Time,
flipping thru channel after channel after channel of glossy assertions re: 
The Nature of Reality.



V.
a few camels roll in the grit next to the pyramid & a bodum brand french 
press & 3 mugs w/ coffee residue.
a xmas ‘92 crayola® tin yawns
cradling condoms, camels, amphetamine salts, & a us american passport.
i sink into feeling
before a monument to ‘the practice of Life’,
performing the profane ritual
relativizing Time w/ a sacrifice of my own manufacture.
i tell Selph
‘this is a v. interesting location for an authentic negro exp.® performed 
in ritualistic nudity’
but his eames e-z chair was empty
n thru the window i watch him wander away
whistling Dixie.
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life is a confusing unreality

  
Walking & walking & walking w/o end. A breech birth thru 

Time.



I.
since august i’ve sat outside on the deck,
everyday,
watching & feeling The World Worlding; wondering
if it ‘sees’ ‘me’ driving around:
a collage of german engineering black skin emotive post-hardcore a his-
tory making event.
 
there is Something Comforting® 
in these brick walls & the moss on the ground
& the angles created between them forming a moment
some 2000 years in the future
totally disconnected from the internet.
 
i sit alone in the stillness of orbit
willing, like everyone else, to keep Earth moving
cause tmw might be the day that something happens

II.
this afternoon,
i got high w/ Gaia on the deck
burning a potent blend of maté & frankincense.
she sat on a dogwood blossom_
buzzing ~6’ above the impromptu altar, hands weaved in a sign of intri-
cate benediction_
as we drank from a Bodum brand french press.
& then we sat in silence in verdance n your same suns light.
 • i held my brothers rangefinder, sinking into the linear 
dynamism of Nature via a multitude of senses n a rational mind_

 • @ some point i distinctly remember that there is a skel-
eton underneath my skin constructed in such a way as to tag me ‘human, 
earth’_

 • i felt ‘namaste’ radiating in technicolor from the still-life 
with magnolia tree in front of me.



she asked if ‘[i] [was] making a “Political Statement” with the coffee 
stains on [my] black panther t-shirt’.
i felt the outside of my skin & the space it carves in normative visual 
order outside that
& brown ppl of the world uniting. 
 
i learned from school that it takes a lot of work to reach nirvana.
i am sitting @ the crest of samsara
when Gaia says ‘peace. stay blessed.’

III.
i orbit down the street @ nite w/ nick and the freaks
in a facsimile of planetary ellipses.
 
Moon takes my place_
watching a basic cable sitcom
cringing 
from embarrassment & visual pleasure.
 
silence pours into my Being, 
from the towering structures hemming me in,
while i drift down the block:
three-story feudal huts, reeking of their livestock, 
squat – devoid of life –
 
but full of electricity 
to power the kettle i bought the other day 
thinking it’d help me feel better abt myself n my position in the universe,
it worked.

an orchestra of crickets forms double quartets 
to serenade Spinoza’s ghost w/ a collective improvisation of unmediated 
sensuous expression_
 
i watch the burning orange flicker and fall away from view
and see 
that Heaven for someone is in a parking lot outside their own house.



your prayers have been answered,
Hallelujah!
but this street is a plane of nonbelief_
ringed by metallic rainbows shimmering in puddles of my ambivalence 
towards the joys of consumerism_
standing Here i’m bestowed w/ a crippling sense of freedom, an awkward 
load.
 
 
Moon shines on conifers, 
i search for the sublime,
The Void curves out of sight before & after me,
kool breeze emerges 
blowing smoke &
clutching his fashion jacket by the lapels
backlit by lawn jockeys
chanting
  life is a confusing unreality.
 
finally. 
someone gets it.
 
 in peace 
 
and stillness
 
a laconic Nite utters
  get ready 4 a v. sacred day, my guy.
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testimonial of a depressed & dis-
illusioned student who seeks sal-

vation—or an easy answer—in 
the “historically black” nature of 
an HBCU & doesn‘t find what he 

thought would be There.
  

If there are no sounds in space, then where should i direct 
my cry of joy?



I.
It’s 11.11 & idk what i want.
@ times i speak in this classroom of strangers
abt ‘pure, destructive consumerism’, ‘white supremacist capitalist patri-
archy’ n other salient issues.
otherwise i suffer in silence & the comfort of a persistent lowkey buzz
staring blankly @ the constellations on the tiles in the ceiling
 or @ the blinds imported from Venice
 or @ the unwritten possibilities on the blank board
 or @ the wood pulp taking the form of a table posing as a desk.
i am feeling detached from “my community”: this room full of hyphenat-
ed american youth:
a cosmopolitan collection of experiences dumped into the same pigeon-
hole.
to combat this cognitive dissonance
i stretch my hands to the heavens
reaching out to touch the divine garments of Yeshua Osiris, The Supreme 
One, Lord of Death & the bathing apes_
to suggest we try reading each other’s minds
by holding hands in The Void singing arrhythmic negro spirituals.

There we shall form a new community of common spirit_
discrete points connected: a cohesive whole greater than the sum of its 
parts
based on the Authentic Black Experience of darius rucker: a radical ex-
pression of Self
that dissolves bodies in thought as they fall to their knees and rejoice

thank U Based G-d for this blesséd day 
in an ideal cipher:
12 Beings being
 -filled w/ angst
 -sick till death
 -crushed under the weight of Freedom
hands gripped in a fraternal manner_
hearts beating, beaming OM out from our chests into the universe
as somewhere in america a zen garden blooms n my generation exhales 
the stale air of this establishment.



II.
The Question is one of Belonging;
As: I’ve absorbed the platitudinous allusions 2 Mother Afrika,
 but these posited ontological bases of identity are necessitated, 
not sufficient;
As: my earthly father is heavenly
 from the eastern shore of pluto, around the corner from hestia, 
hephaestus, heracles, ares, apollo, & orpheus.
I am marooned on the journey to Satchinanda in an underfunded class-
room in Petersburg
 a human sacrifice: dragged 2-hell, bloodied and left for dead 
under a moon rock
prowling for the mystical colony of like minds 
draped in a worn, beige cotton tee-shirt featuring Hegel in a kangol_
a colony of like minds
out to stake claim to space the place:
planting a flag colored hope confusion disarray:
floating, weightless & spinning, with genuine passionate fervor towards 
some undefined transcendent end.
 
next to my notes on this shared table-desk i have a hot coffee to chase a 
vivarin.
Non-caloric energy
needed to uplift myself & the level of discourse betwixt peers:
fellow refugees of the ongoing civil war of self-confrontation_
a largely non-violent struggle between 2 hemispheres of consciousness
watched over by a koolin’ Kronos: 
smoking king-sized lavender joints, munching on camels, turkish royalty, 
& arnold palmer between meals of us, his children_



as: we’re living bound by echoes of “black is beautiful” while trying to 
make moves to the promised land with the albatross of charred skin piled 
@ our feet, chained 2 our ankles:
voices swallowed by a disinterested Nothing,
launched ass-backwards thru History into The New Century.
 
I haven’t bathed in days but still I rise: 
fresh & clean & articulate:
purifying myself with Gauloises, frankincense & myrrh while driving thru 
future ruins of civilization 
in order to get here not too late,
so i can silently sit thru a rehashing of the monica lewinsky scandal via a 
series of false dilemmas proposed by a professor drunk on palm-wine. 
 
I am a human skeleton with a noticeable, bold outline in 3-dimensions 
looking at the ceiling and out the window
looking for the X way out
wondering: what am i even doing Here?





Traumzeit



polaroid snapshot dated eighteen 
april two thousand something

Joven Oldman sitting on
a bench under a concrete awning
deep in yucatán tucks a
red button down short
sleeve shirt into long
pants puffs on a
e-cig talks shit spits
in the gutter exits





paranoiac fantasy tale1 { _the dark 
day is a-comin’}

{I SAY 2-U NOW:} THE DARK DAY IS A-COMIN’.

THE PASSIVE TOLERANCE OF THE MEANINGLESS SUFFERING OF 
A LEGALLY INSCRIBED PERMANENT UNDERCLASS WILL FINALLY 
BLOCK THE SUN AND CHOKE AMERIGO VESPUCCI 2DEATH. HIS 
ROT WILL LAST AS LONG AS HIS LIFE. 

AS THE STENCH OF BABTOU SLOWLY LEAKS FROM THE ASSHOLE 
OF HIS CORPSE A NATION WILL BE SWALLOWED WHOLE & AN 
EMPIRE WILL COME TO AN END.

PALE-FACED CITIZENS CLOAKED IN THEIR TRADITIONAL COS-
TUME WILL CONTINUE TO RALLY AROUND THE IDOL MADE IN 
THEIR OWN IMAGE AS THEIR ALABASTER FORTRESSES & TEM-
PLES CRUMBLE. PPL WILL LOOK UP IN WONDER & BE MET BY THE 
FACE OF THE SUBLIME. THEY WILL COWER & REALIZE THE GRAV-
ITY OF THEIR WICKEDNESS: THEY WILL SOON REALIZE THAT AS 
HEAVEN IS ON EARTH, SO IS HELL. 

THE SUBLIME WILL SPEAK & HER MESSAGE SHALL NOT BE 
MISSED: »THE PUNISHMENT FOR YOUR ~WICKEDNESS~ IS 
SIMPLE: YOU WILL KNOW THE STING OF IT’S {sic} LASH AS FAR 
FORWARD AS FAR BACK.«





prose poem { _Yung Man drools }

The Young Man drools in his sleep: a manifestation of the inside of his 
body aching 2 get out_he feels ‘trapped’: he needs 2Move, 2Feel: to Step-
Beyond the Veil of human subjectivity, to Experience the contact between 
his ‘Spirit’ & ‘The Great Spirit’_meaning: to impress-upon-the-senses 
the-fact-that his {ind.} Will is inseparable from The Universal Non-Will,, 
He Walked thru this Door of Perception during the Last Days: brain 
flooded w/ chemicals his {3.} Eye opened: The World strikes him @ an 
[oblique?] angle:: everything appears Odd &/or Uncanny, ,Now, ,making 
it difficult for him to adjust to the vulgarity of the quotidian,,







8 poems,,,april three 
two thousand seven-

teen
:: if u stare @ any one Point long 

enough, The whole World starts2 
bend  curve  orbit around it



---- 

(1)
u-yrself jumped out of a window balanced on the middle Edge of a fold-
ing mahogany desk in Cuauhtémoc. 
it opens onto a bottomless pit 
that blinks / / screams
u fall //
blink & scream back. 



(2)
jorge luís borges sits on The Edge

a mighty oak wood folding table-desk
struck by the collapse of 

 TimeSpace 
 in ElFuturoProximo 

/ & the proliferation of Ephemeral Non-Objects 
& other Uninspired Magickal Items. 



(3)
an ashtray sits in a history of iniquity.
{«WHILE...»?} an open window punctures  / /  collapsesTimeSpace
somewhere above the table
{«WHILE...»?} a bike messenger carefully stacks two thousand seven-
teen pizzas just inside the door
{«WHILE...»?} Santos Vivientes  give benedictions / / spread the Good 
Word
from The Other Side
{«WHILE...»?} 



(4)
U can reach facebookyoutube.de
¡from anywhere, always!®

cause Infinity means
every moment everywhere happening @ once always.

[LOLØL] 
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 ¡ FUMAR VERBOTEN 

  UND KATZEN TAMBIÉN ! 

So how then do u cope w/ 
The Quotidian ? 



(6)

how much Information can u hold in yr head ? 

how much information can u hold in yr hand ? 

¿ how much information can u hold in yr hand ? 

¿ how much Information can u hold in yr head ? 

do u have Time-2-Process it all? 



(7)
in a living room en La Ciudad_
Sitting-Around w/ TMI,,an Apple,,an Ashtray,,a Green_Tea Cup,,two 
Dromedaries,,a Pizza Plate,,a Hovering Window broadcasting esoteric 
Mysteries & Rhythms,,a Shattered iPhone 6,,jorge luis borges,,flora engi-
neered-2 grow out of a Retornable Coke Bottle,,a Marker & paper ::
arranged / / positioned on some folding table-desk & Lit From-Above by 
a limelight delivered by bike messenger,,sent by Elinternet_
colliding w/ the ongoing collapse of TimeSpace in ElPresenteProgresivo
a four-dimensional exoskeleton ticking time-bomb skipping across gravi-
tational waves
sewn shut w/ {100%!} Artisanal Ephemeral Non-Objects. 



----
¶ Sit in The Living Room & look thru a window flickering above a ta-

ble-desk into another living room_
signals containing esoteric mysteries

learned discovered in RVA
beamed into clouds over LA

radiated hundreds thousands miles kilometers
2-B received / / accessed immediately in CDMX

exactly two (2) years later
via facebookyoutube.de_

& then Jump. 
---- 



[ FIN ]
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